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Ihre Wünsche werden wahr. 

Innenausbau und Einzelmöbel vom 

Feinsten. 

Die Ausstattung eines eleganten Apparte-

ments in exponierter Lage ist immer eine 

besondere Herausforderung, zumal an-

spruchsvolle Architektur und Technik besondere 

Eckpunkte setzen. Die klar gegliederte  

Bücherwand fasst den Kamin symmetrisch 

ein und lässt alle Luftein- und auslässe für 

Kamin und Klimatechnik verschwinden. 

Das Sideboard in schwarzem Hochglanz-

lack verbirgt bei Nichtgebrauch sowohl 

den versenkbaren, großen Flachbild-TV als 

auch die Elektronik der raumübergreifenden  

Hi-Fi-Technik. Nur der CD-Wechsler bleibt 

– als dekorativer Blickfang – sichtbar.

P hantasie ist wichtiger als Wissen,
      denn Wissen ist beg renzt.

A .  E ins te in
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Das Speisezimmer wird geprägt durch 

wertvolle Kunst und ein prachtvolles Tisch-

ensemble. Und doch ist das passgenaue 

Sideboard in weißem Hochglanzlack ein 

Glanzpunkt, der die Raumarchitektur  

meisterlich ergänzt.

Die Paneele im Schlafraum schweben  

zwischen Boden und Decke und ermöglichen 

beeindruckende Lichteffekte der indirekten 

Beleuchtung. 

Die großzügige offene Ankleide schließt 

sich an und wird von der Täfelung verdeckt.
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Die Kunst ist zwar 
       nicht das Brot,
     aber der Wein des Lebens. 

                                 Oscar  Wi lde



Holzarten, verfügbar für alle KMK-Design-
Linien (Fronten und Innenausführung 
jeweils in gleicher Ausführung):

• Europäische Wildkirsche

• Eiche

• Französischer Nussbaum

• Andere Wunschhölzer auf Anfrage

Oberflächen aller KMK-Design-Linien:

• Beizen nach Wunsch

• Lackierungen aller KMK Designlinien

 grundsätzlich geschlossenporig 

• Farbauswahl nach RAL / Sikkens / NCS

Design-Vielfalt und Qualität 

bei den KMK-Linien

Bauweise der KMK-Design-Linien:

• Korpusbauweise; Türen und Schub-

 kästen sind bereits werks seitig montiert

• Schubkästen in Ahorn furniert, mit 

 Selbsteinzug und Dämpfung

• Profilwangen fest verleimt

• Rahmentüren  bei der Lackausführung 

 in MDF, bei der Holzausführung in 

 Massivholz.

Beschläge für die KMK-Design-Linien:

• Sämtliche Beschläge aus Metall

• Außen sichtbare Beschläge aus Chrom,  

 Nickel matt oder Messing

• Andere Wunsch-Beschläge auf 

 Rückfrage

Standard- und individuelle Einbaumaße: 

Höhen:

• Sideboards: Standard 72,7 cm und 

 88,0 cm

• Schränke: Standard 213,6 cm, 230,3 cm

 und 245,6 cm 

• Individuelle Wunschhöhen bis 279 cm 

• Höhenangaben jeweils zuzüglich des 

 Kranzprofils:  Avenue 8 und 14 cm

  Capitol 16 cm

  Vienna 8 cm

  Residenz 8 cm

Korpusmaße:

• Standardbreiten 45,4 cm, 60,0 cm, 

 90,0 cm und 119,2 cm

• Standardtiefen 34,0 cm, 42,0 cm, 

 90,0 cm und 119,2 cm  

• Individuelle Korpusbreiten und Tiefen  

 nach Wunschmaßen möglich

Holz  –  d ie  Grund lage anspruchsvo l len  Möbe l -Des igns

Konst rukt ionspr inz ip ien  be i  der  KMK
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Living in style.

It is our tradition at KMK to place high priority on fulfilling the living 

desires of our customers, therefore our renowned designers create 

furniture concepts, which are planned out by qualified technicians 

and realised by skilled cabinetmakers.

We focus on combining current technical developments with high 

furnishing standards as well as using the best materials. An examp-

le of this is the foldaway panals for flat screen TV’s in sideboards 

or behind screen panels, especially designed to accommodate flat 

screen TVs. Our elegant furniture meets the high requirements for 

TV and media solutions. KMK furnishings epitomise zeitgeist, style 

and elegance.

AVENUE. (6)

The AVENUE interior fittings programme offers you elegant design 

freedom for the highest standards. This made-to-measure furniture 

practically blends with the wall or recess, turning the spatial con-

ditions into a large stage for the perfect interior design. This stylish 

interior fittings programm offers undreamt-of solutions an possibilities. 

Design: Bernd Münzebrock 

Living requirements with style. (8)

It´s more than easy to discover walls as stylish design freedom 

for integrated furniture systems with AVENUE. AVENUE reveals its 

true class in the variety of the interior fittings programme and in 

its transparent openess. Cupboard, shelves, display cabinets, side-

board and highboards, plus the panels of the elegant interior fittings 

programme, are complemented by connecting pilasters in various 

widths. AVENUE is also availiable in a customised version.

The modern interpretation of the classical. (12)

The latest media technology and lighting concepts can be complete-

ly integrated. Allow yourself the freedom, and expierience the new 

form of classic just as you like.

Here, the classic quite literally meets the modern, because the so-

phisticated core of the programm is a media element that conceals 

or presents flat screen TVs and surround sound systems discreetly 

or stylishly. as preferred.

Enjoy is an art in itself. (14)

Quality and craftsmanship form the basic character of this ward-

robe. Added to this is the modern elegance of the style elements 

– with the decorative profiling of the ultimate bedroom idea.

CAPITOL. (18)

Nothing reflects the lifestyle of the inhabitants better than the ent-

rance to a house or apartment. The planked walls with the circular 

framework section make a tremendous first impression. A spacious 

wardrobe can be hidden behind the slim line panels with wall lights. 

This simple elegance is also suitable for dining rooms or living 

rooms. 

Classic furnishings with a modern touch. (20)

An interesting version of the furnishing is in the combination of 

classic interior decor with the modern, almost puristic design of 

upholstered furniture and decorative pieces. The wall panel’s most 

impressive features are its generous surfaces and perfect crafts-

manship. The straight-line version of the sidewall with the flat front 

(small photograph) with a high gloss finish also shows the same 

kind of perfection.

Incidentally, at KMK we manufacture our products from various  

types of timber and in almost every colour.

Expressive dimensions define character  
and appearance. (22)

The dimensions of the plinth, chaplet and the side frames are im-

pressive: The elegant profile at the top is decorated with a vertical 

pilaster semi-oval. These are optionally flat or with grooves as high 

as the sideboards. The use of exclusive and matt timber as well as 

varnish applied by hand and bright designs gives the finishing touch 

to the product. 

Exclusive to everyone. (24)

Designed for everyone with high demands in home decor and 

interior design. We are talking about classic interior accessories. 

Individual furnishing. Today this is a privilege for everyone, not just 

the upper class of society and it is a unique way to express your 

personality. Same individuality yet increased perfection. The plan-

ked walls with specially designed light solutions for installation in 

private libraries come with a built-in bar and many other features.  

Living senses. (26)

CAPITOL is a sophisticated furnishing system also allowing decorati-

on with single pieces of furniture. It impressive effect is shown with 

dimensionally accurate interior accessories. The spacious study pro-

ves that the whole concept with wall planking and a built-in fireplace 

show excellent results. The small picture of the same library shows 

the interior accessories as elegant solutions for living space.   

RESIDENZ. (30)

The vivid and elegant design in white gives a southern charm to 

the house. Slim-line shelves with drawers, a small desk with mirror 

panels and a sophisticated louvred door all show the individual and 

dateless design of RESIDENZ.

For books, paintings and sculptures. (32)

The customised fitting of RESIDENZ gives the finishing touch to the 

classic presentation of your books, paintings and unique pieces of art.

The quest for perfection. (34)

A room gives me the goal of decorating and creating a perfect at-

mosphere and also meeting the demands of the inhabitants. The 

hi-fi system can easily be accommodated in the library with the fire-

place. The windows are integrated by the customised wall planking. 

Sophisticated glass display cabinets in the dining room complement 

the lighted niche panelling. The coving is specially customised and 

attached to the illuminated ceiling without any joints. It is matched 

with the colour of the ceiling.

Perfect for antiques. (36)

The elegant, English dining table set, a dream for any landlady. RESI-

DENZ offers the perfect background to enhance this masterpiece, it-

self not remaining unnoticed. This all shows the quality of this great 

and classic design, which has a non-obtrusive character and effect. 

RESIDENZ - the maturity of a great design. 

Interior accessories l ike in a luxurious 
cruise liner. (38)

The louvred doors have a stately appearance, providing that the fi-

nishing is as excellent as here of course. This is due to not only the 

surface being hand wiped but also the flute of the pilasters, typical for 

RESIDENZ, and the dust-tight fronts due to additional flat filling behind 

the louvres. Wall panels, crown moulding and the elegant interior de-

coration, i.e. drawers with glass fronts, add to the extra effect.

VIENNA. (42)

Every era has its trends concerning the design, the timber or its co-

lour. True individuality does not depend on „in” or „out” and people 

know what they want therefore the room concepts are outlined and 

the specialists for interior design help them become reality with 

creativity, boldness and perfection. VIENNA offers all the possibili-

ties of a perfected system and the KMK experts and their efforts to 

meet your individual demands, from single bookcases to display ca-

binets and individual interior accessories, implement this system.

Classic pil lars. (44)

Our interior designers focused on creating harmony within a room 

yet giving it the appropriate and unique touches. Thanks to VIENNA, 

an impressive job was accomplished with the fitting of a spacious 

library with the possibility for a great literature collection. Behind 

the doors, there is enough space for things that should not be seen 

on a first glimpse. 

A dream in white. (46)

A display cabinet and bookshelf frame the light and charming cabi-

net with sideboard and back wall panel-ling. A flat screen TV comes 

and goes in the field of vision after its use as if moved by a ghost’s 

hand. Even more impressive is the technology of the freestanding 

sideboard with glass doors. The flat screen TV is safely accommo-

dated and there is space for decoration or for special books in your 

field of vision at the same time.

In peace lies strength. (48)

The VIENNA wardrobe accentuates elegance and a noble appearan-

ce. This wardrobe with its gleaming varnished pilaster was made 

from the timber of European cherry trees. The bed head with orna-

mental elements is a contrast to the dark root wood of the polished 

wooden bars. A bedroom with endless elegance complemented by 

the customised spacious dressing room to meet your demands.

Your dreams come true. High quality  
interior accessories and furniture. (52)

Creating the interior design of an elegant apartment in an exposed 

location is always a challenge, as sophisticated design and techno-

logy have to be the main pillars. The well-defined structure of the 

set of bookshelves symmetrically encloses the fireplace and is the 

perfect solution for the air inlet and air outlet of the fireplace and 

also for the air conditioning. The black mirror finish of the sideboard 

conceals the flat screen TV as well other electronic devices when 

they not in use. The CD-player is the only viewable device, as a 

decorative eye-catcher.  

(54)

The dining room is characterised by precious pieces of art and a 

magnificent table set. The customised sideboard in a white high 

gloss finish gives a great finishing touch. The panelling in the be-

droom hovers between floor and ceiling and makes an impressive 

light effect as a result of indirect lighting. The spacious wardrobe is 

attached and concealed behind the wall planking. 
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